
Top 5 Best Residential Properties in Islamabad 

 

Islamabad is not just beautiful but it also offers its residents with all the modern living standards. When it 
comes to Islamabad, to choose an affordable residence that is located in a good location with access to all 
the main facilities is a difficult decision. If you are looking for a Properties For Sale in Islamabad, then do 
research and look for some factors such as location and market value. 

 

Still, Confused? 

 

Islamabad being a Pakistan capital city is full of opportunities but selecting among different options can be a 
hard choice. An in-depth analysis of different residential properties in Islamabad helped our team to find the 
top five best residential properties in Islamabad 

 

Blue world City 

 

A blue world city is a housing society that offers residential and commercial plots. Since the launch of this 
project, it had become a sign of quality in the capital city as it offers huge opportunities for both short and 
long term investments. In Islamabad Blue world City offers the best experience of living. Please note that 
the cost and projected prices of both commercial and residential plots are increasing and if you are thinking 
to invest in this society then it is the right time. This society offers world-class and finest facilities. The 
world-class infrastructure and prime location attracts a large number of investors to it. This society is 
providing everything that is needed for a modern lifestyle including commercial, infrastructural and 

recreational facilities. 

 

DHA 

 

In the real estate industry, DHA enjoys a well-recognized and sustainable name. DHA offers the latest living 
environment and luxuries which is a dream of every person. The tactile location and top-class facilities 
contribute to the success of this society. DHA Islamabad is a dream place and a top choice for all people, 
therefore, look at Properties For Rent in Islamabad to enjoy the best living experience. The houses in DHA 
are huge and beautiful and anyone can love to live in this society. If you want to enjoy your life, then DHA is 
a perfect place as it provides everything necessary for a modern lifestyle. Modern facilities such as salons, 
parks, hospitals are all present in DHA Islamabad.   

 

Bahria Town 

 

Bahria Town is one of the best society for both residents and investors who are looking for residential 
properties in Islamabad. One of the most attractive things which makes Bahria Town a perfect residential 

https://gharbaar.com/sale/all/Islamabad-11-1
https://gharbaar.com/rent/all/Islamabad-11-1


place is its location. If you are looking to enjoy a healthy and deluxe lifestyle then Bahria Islamabad is an 
ideal location. The shortage of gas, electricity, and water is the main problem of many areas of Islamabad 
but in Bahria Town, its residents are provided with all these facilities 24 hours a day. The availability of 
these facilities is one of the major reasons that attract people to choose Bahria Town as a perfect residential 
place. 

 

Multi-Gardens B-17  

 

If you are looking for residential property in a well-populated and well-developed area then B-17 is an 
answer. B-17 provides outclass facilities to all its residents. These top-class facilities along with a beautiful 

location attract many investors and genuine buyers to invest here. Grand Mosques, boundary al for safety, 
underground electricity system to ensure safety, 24/7 security system, Best schools, play area, and 
beautiful lakes are some of the features which make B17 the best resident place to live. 

 

Capital Smart City 

 

Capital Smart City is a project of Future Development Holdings and Habib Rafiq Private Ltd. In recent years 
they have delivered the successful project and had been a center of attention of all investors since its 
inception. The future of Capital city Islamabad is in a hand of capable and trustworthy developers 

 


